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Serial X-ray crystallography at free-electron lasers allows to solve biomolecular structures
from sub-micron-sized crystals. However, beam time at these facilities is scarce, and involved
sample delivery techniques are required. On the other hand, rotation electron diffraction
(MicroED) has shown great potential as an alternative means for protein nanocrystallography. Here, we present a method for serial electron diffraction of protein nanocrystals combining the beneﬁts of both approaches. In a scanning transmission electron
microscope, crystals randomly dispersed on a sample grid are automatically mapped, and a
diffraction pattern at ﬁxed orientation is recorded from each at a high acquisition rate. Dose
fractionation ensures minimal radiation damage effects. We demonstrate the method by
solving the structure of granulovirus occlusion bodies and lysozyme to resolutions of 1.55 Å
and 1.80 Å, respectively. Our method promises to provide rapid structure determination for
many classes of materials with minimal sample consumption, using readily available
instrumentation.
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n understanding of macromolecular structure is crucial
for insight into the function of complex biological
systems. Despite recent advances in single-particle cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM), the vast majority of highresolution structures are determined by crystallographic
methods (http://www.rcsb.org/stats/summary). This includes the
majority of membrane proteins, which are often too small for
computational alignment as required by single-particle
analysis1,2. An important limitation of biomolecular crystallography lies in the difﬁculty to obtain large, well-ordered crystals, which is particularly prevalent for membrane proteins and
macromolecular complexes. Sub-micron crystals can be obtained
more readily and are a common natural phenomenon, but often
escape structure determination as the small diffracting volume
and low tolerated dose of typically tens of MGy3,4 prohibit the
measurement of sufﬁcient signal. However, during the past few
years crystallographic techniques have emerged that are able to
exploit nanocrystals for diffraction experiments. Notably, X-ray
free-electron lasers (XFELs) have driven the development of serial
crystallography5–10, a technique that is also increasingly applied
at synchrotron sources11–17. Here, acquiring snapshots in a single
orientation from each crystal instead of a rotation series avoids
dose accumulation, permitting higher ﬂuences, which concomitantly decreases the required diffracting volume. Sufﬁcient
signal-to-noise ratio and completeness is achieved through merging of many thousands of such snapshots. Ideally, radiationdamage effects are entirely evaded either by a “diffract-beforedestroy” mode using femtosecond XFEL pulses5 or by imposing
doses too low to cause signiﬁcant structural damage of each
crystal, which has also been implemented at synchrotron microfocus beam lines11,12,18. However, the scarcity and costliness of
XFEL beamtime limits the use of protein nanocrystals for routine
structure determination. The development of serial crystallography using smaller scale, ideally laboratory-based instrumentation is therefore highly desirable.
Electron microscopes are a comparatively ubiquitous and costeffective alternative for measuring diffraction from nanocrystals.
While the low penetration depth of electrons renders them unsuitable for large three-dimensional crystals, their physical scattering
properties are speciﬁcally advantageous for sub-micron crystals of
radiation-sensitive materials. Compared to X-rays, the obtainable
diffraction signal for a given crystal volume and tolerable radiation
dose is up to three orders of magnitude larger due to the higher
ratio of elastic to inelastic electron scattering events and a much
smaller energy deposition per inelastic event1,19. While seminal
experiments on 2D crystals20 were restricted to a small class of
suitable samples, various successful implementations of 3D rotation
electron diffraction (3D ED) solving structures of beam-sensitive
small molecules21–23 sparked interest in applying 3D crystallography also to biomolecules, a technique also referred to as
MicroED24–26. Several research groups have now succeeded in
solving protein structures by merging ED data from as little as one
up to a few sub-micron-sized vitriﬁed protein crystals using rotation
diffraction27–30, and very recently the ﬁrst unknown protein
structure could be determined31. Automated procedures are
becoming increasingly available to reduce the manual effort of
identifying suitable crystals, acquiring rotation series while keeping
the crystal under the beam, and sequentially addressing many
crystals to be merged32–36. However, despite the high dose efﬁciency of electrons, damage accumulation throughout the rotation
series remains a limiting factor, and acquisition as well as sample
screening require careful operation at extremely low dose rates37.
Recently, a serial ED (SerialED) scheme has been introduced
for small-molecule crystals, where, similar to the aforementioned Xray experiments, still-diffraction snapshots were obtained and used
for structure determination38.
2

Here we apply SerialED to protein nanocrystals, using a doseefﬁcient automated data collection scheme that enabled us to
solve the highest-resolution protein structure by ED to date. This
method provides a viable alternative to serial femtosecond crystallography for the determination of high-resolution protein
structures from sub-micron-sized crystals using laboratory-based
instrumentation.
Results
STEM-based SerialED. We perform protein crystallography by
SerialED using a parallel nanobeam in a scanning transmission
electron microscope (S/TEM). Analogous to the approach of
serial X-ray crystallography, we mitigate the problem of damage
accumulation by exposing each crystal only once with a high
degree of automation and ease of use. A recently developed
indexing algorithm39 allows crystal orientation to be determined
followed by merging into a full crystallographic data set. Our
SerialED approach operates on crystals randomly dispersed on a
TEM grid and consists of two automated steps. First, the sample
is moved to a previously unexposed grid region and an arbitrary,
ﬁxed goniometer tilt angle is chosen. An overview image of a
TEM grid region is recorded in scanning (STEM) mode at a
negligible radiation dose (≈5% of that later used for diffraction
acquisition), and the positions of the crystals are automatically
mapped32,40 (Fig. 1a). Second, still ED patterns are recorded from
each (randomly oriented) crystal, synchronizing the microscope’s
beam deﬂectors with a high frame rate camera (Fig. 1b). No
sample rotation is performed. Thereby, a hit fraction approaching
100% with a peak data collection rate of up to thousands of
diffraction patterns per second can be achieved. While the former
is deﬁned by the accuracy of the mapping algorithm used to
identify crystals in the STEM overview image, the latter is limited
only by source brightness and camera frame rate. After completion of the diffraction acquisition, the sample is moved to a fresh
region, and the sequence is repeated until sufﬁciently many diffraction patterns have been collected. Importantly, no special
sample delivery devices are required, since the full workﬂow is
conducted in a conventional S/TEM or dedicated STEM instrument. The nanobeam diameter can be matched to the typical
crystal size of the sample under study by choosing an appropriate
condenser aperture and microscope probe mode, minimizing
background scattering and diffraction from multiple lattices.
Granulovirus occlusion bodies. As a test system, we have chosen
natively grown, vitriﬁed granulovirus particles with crystalline
occlusion bodies (OBs) (granulin). The particle size of ~100 ×
100 × 300 nm3 and morphological homogeneity makes this system an ideal target for serial nanocrystallography. Furthermore,
granulovirus has previously been studied at LCLS7, and is
therefore well suited for purposes of comparing the SerialED
approach to XFEL data. We acquired ~32,000 diffraction patterns
from a total sample area of 0.036 mm2 on a vitriﬁed TEM grid
within a 4 h net measurement duration, that is, including auxiliary steps such as manual search for suitable grid regions containing a large number of viruses embedded in a sufﬁciently thin
ice layer, acquisition of mapping images, and automatic crystal
identiﬁcation. Within each grid region, we achieved an average
hit fraction of 69% at an acquisition rate of ≈50 Hz (see section on
dose fractionation below and Supplementary Fig. 2). Each crystal
was measured in a single orientation, with the goniometer tilt
occasionally changed between acquisition runs of different
regions (up to 40°) to mitigate effects of preferred sample
orientation. Of these hits, 81% could subsequently be indexed and
used for merging into a full data set (Supplementary Fig. 4). We
obtained a 100% complete data set and Coulomb potential maps
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Fig. 1 Serial nanobeam electron diffraction scheme. a The sample is ﬁrst mapped in low-dose STEM mode over a large region (typically ≈20 µm edge
length), yielding a real-space image. Crystals show up as clear features and can be identiﬁed automatically. b The beam of ≈100 nm diameter is
sequentially steered to each found crystal position, and diffraction patterns are acquired at a rate of up to 1 kHz.

of excellent quality at 1.55 Å resolution (Rfree/Rwork = 0.19/0.17),
according to the CC* >0.5 cut-off criterion41 (Figs. 2 and 3 and
Table 1), improving on published XFEL data7 at 2.00 Å
resolution.
Lysozyme. Furthermore, we applied the SerialED method to the
common test sample hen egg-white lysozyme (HEWL). HEWL
crystals of typically 100–500 nm diameter were deposited on a
standard TEM grid and vitriﬁed (see Methods). Two independently prepared samples were measured in separate acquisition
runs over a total measurement duration of 3 h and a sample area
of 0.010 mm2. Diffraction patterns from 1325 nanocrystals were
collected, achieving a hit fraction of 62% at an acquisition rate of
50 Hz. 83% of the obtained patterns could be successfully indexed
and used for merging (78% completeness, see Supplementary
Fig. 4), resulting in a Coulomb potential map of high quality to
1.8 Å resolution (Fig. 2 and Table 1). The determined HEWL
structure compares well to previously determined structures by
X-ray and microED techniques (see Methods).
Radiation damage and dose fractionation. The high frame rate
and zero background of the detector applied in our experiment
allows recording a burst series comprising several frames instead
of a single snapshot for each crystal, yielding a dose-fractionated
diffraction-during-destruction movie data stack. Both data sets
shown were acquired with the camera running continuously at
500 frames/s; each crystal was exposed for 10 movie frames with
the beam resting at the crystal position as determined in the
mapping step, resulting in a net acquisition rate of ≈50 Hz
(Supplementary Fig. 2). Therefore, the per-crystal exposure time
of 20 ms was fractionated into a stack of diffraction patterns of
2 ms exposure time each, which exhibit a pronounced fading of
high-resolution peaks (Fig. 3). A ﬁnal set of diffraction images
was generated by cumulatively summing movie frames in the
acquired data. Thus, the effective integration time and dose per
crystal can be chosen after data acquisition has concluded, trading
off between low radiation-damage (short integration) and high
signal-to-noise ratio (long integration). Hence, a priori knowledge
of the sample’s radiation sensitivity (critical dose) is not required,

and data can be obtained before the onset of observable radiation
damage. For our data sets, we ﬁnd an instantly detectable loss of
high-resolution Bragg peaks, in accordance with previous studies37 (Fig. 3c). In Fig. 4c, mean reﬂection intensities from the
granulin data set are shown for several resolution shells. Exponential ﬁts to the data show a fair agreement and lead to estimated 1/e decay times of 14.9(4) ms at 5.00 Å, 6.8(3) ms at 2.33 Å,
5.9(3) ms at 1.96 Å, 5.2(2) ms at 1.75 Å, and 5.0(3) ms at 1.61 Å,
the latter corresponding to an approximate dose of ≈2.6 e−/Å2.
The optimal integrated dose was found by observing the half-set
correlation coefﬁcient CC1/241 calculated for merged data sets that
were derived from diffraction patterns summed over different
numbers of movie frames (Fig. 3d). For granulin, optimal data
quality was reached for summation of the ﬁrst ﬁve movie frames,
corresponding to an exposure time of 10 ms, and an integrated
dose of ≈4.7 e−/Å2; for lysozyme, we found an optimal dose of
≈2.6 e−/Å2. More detailed measurements of site-speciﬁc and
global radiation-damage effects, as well as optimization of data
acquisition and analysis strategies to further improve dose efﬁciency and resolution, will be the subject of future work.
Discussion
Our results show that SerialED allows the determination of
protein structures at high resolution from extremely small
protein crystals in a rapid, efﬁcient, and automated manner. No
sample rotation during measurement of each crystal is required,
simplifying the measurement and allowing the use of higher
doses for each diffraction pattern. Also, no manual screening
and selection of individual suitable crystals under low-dose
conditions are necessary. In contrast to wide-ﬁeld TEM-based
crystal mapping36,38, our STEM-based scheme neither requires
frequent mode switching of the microscope (which always
remains in diffraction mode) nor accurate beam-position calibrations, as crystal mapping and nanobeam positioning
are achieved with the same set of deﬂectors. Furthermore,
the acquisition speed is not limited by relatively slow softwarebased scripting of the microscope, which is entirely bypassed
(see Methods), and a small condenser aperture can be
used at all times, achieving a fully parallel (Köhler) nanobeam
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Fig. 2 SerialED results for granulovirus occlusion bodies and lysozyme. a STEM mapping image of a grid section containing granuloviruses, visible as
bright features (scale bar is 5 μm). A zoomed view of a representative virus is shown, where the red circle corresponds to the diffraction nanobeam
diameter of ≈110 nm. Colored lines indicate the lattice vectors found after indexing of the diffraction pattern. b Diffraction pattern acquired from the
features shown in a. c Obtained structures of granulin; 2Fo−Fc map of the entire structure, and zoom into a randomly chosen region, with Fo−Fc map
overlaid. The maps are at 1.55 Å resolution and contoured at ±1σ and ±3σ, respectively. d–f Analogous for lysozyme nanocrystals; maps are at 1.8 Å
resolution.

illumination (Fig. 4), thus enabling distortion-free diffraction.
Minimal-damage acquisition is ensured using a dosefractionated diffraction-during-destruction scheme and a posteriori critical dose determination. We have demonstrated a net
acquisition rate of 35 Hz when factoring in the hit fraction
(Supplementary Fig. 2), which is comparable to current liquidjet XFEL8,9 and synchrotron ﬁxed-target11,12,18 experiments.
Note that a further increase of more than an order of magnitude
can be achieved if dose fractionation is omitted and acquisition
speed becomes detector frame rate limited. A complication of
4

SerialED data analysis is the difﬁculty of determining space
group and lattice parameters from single high-energy ED patterns due to the ﬂatness of the Ewald sphere (λ = 0.025 Å);
successful indexing as demonstrated here requires prior
knowledge of the crystal parameters. However, those can for
instance be determined from an auxiliary low-resolution rotation diffraction data set obtained from few crystals on the same
sample. Alternatively, an approach of clustering spot-distance
data from all acquired patterns and deriving lattice parameters
from comparison to forward modeling has yielded promising
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Fig. 3 Radiation damage during dose-fractionated acquisition. a Typical diffraction pattern from a granulovirus occlusion body. The red box indicates the
enlarged region in b. b Enlarged diffraction pattern section for several single frames from the dose-fractionated movie stack, each of 2 ms duration. The
integration time of each frame relative to the beam ﬁrst hitting the crystal is speciﬁed. Note the fading of the diffraction spots, especially at high resolutions.
The ﬁrst shot is affected by residual beam motion and hence has a shorter effective integration time and shows blurring artefacts. c Mean intensity of Bragg
reﬂections for different resolution shells as a function of delay time, and exponential ﬁt lines, where the ﬁrst time point has been excluded from the ﬁt. The
shaded area corresponds to delay times beyond 10 ms, which have been excluded from our data analysis. d Resolution-dependent correlation coefﬁcients
CC1/2 shown from 3.33 to 1.55 Å resolution. Solid lines correspond to single movie frames as in b. Dashed lines correspond to images that were
cumulatively summed over several frames. The shaded area corresponds to values CC1/2 <0.143, where data falls below the resolution cut-off at CC* = 0.5.

results42. Preferred crystal orientation limiting data set completeness is often encountered in ED43, even when merging a
moderately large number of rotation diffraction data sets29. In
SerialED, with varying rotation angles as described above, the
much higher number of merged crystals, which may occasionally assume unusual orientations, can lead to a mitigation
of this issue (see Supplementary Discussion). A further
improvement would be achieved using specialized TEM grids44,
or microfabricated chips45. The SerialED approach could also be
applied to heterogeneous systems with extended amorphous
regions, such as cells containing in vivo grown nanocrystals3, or
to map and exploit local lattice structures46. Similarly, mixtures
of crystals within a single grid or contaminated samples can be
studied without signiﬁcant modiﬁcations by assigning each found
lattice to one of the contained sample classes using multiple
indexing runs or direct classiﬁcation of diffraction patterns36,47. It is
moreover not only limited to proteins but encompasses all nanocrystalline compounds, such as pharmaceuticals47,48 or porous
materials23,49,50. Augmenting parallel-beam crystallography with
coherent scanning diffraction techniques such as convergent-beam
diffraction or low-dose ptychography might be a viable way to
obtain Bragg reﬂection phase information51,52. Finally, integrating
the serial acquisition approach with emerging methods of in situ
and time-resolved EM53–55 may open up avenues for roomtemperature structures or structural dynamics studies on beamsensitive systems. All of this makes STEM-based SerialED a versatile, highly efﬁcient and low-cost alternative to canonical structure
determination approaches for proteins and beyond.

Methods
Sample preparation. Commercially available Cydia pomonella granulovirus of
formulation Madex Max was obtained from Andermatt Biocontrol. The occlusion
bodies were puriﬁed from the aqueous suspension by iterative washing and centrifugation cycles. The pellet was then re-suspended in ultra-pure water at pH 7
and subjected to ﬁltration steps through a sequence of nylon mesh ﬁlters with
decreasing mesh diameter (100, 50, 20, 10, and 5 μm, all Sysmex, Germany) and
ﬁnally twice through 0.5 μm stainless steel ﬁlters (IDEX, USA). To increase the
concentration of OBs, the suspension was subjected to centrifugation at 21,000 × g,
and 90% of the supernatant removed.
HEWL was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich as a lyophilized powder. It was
dissolved in 20 mM NaAcetate, pH 4.7, to a concentration of 80 mg/ml. HEWL
crystals were grown via batch crystallization, whereby equal volumes of the protein
solution and 80 mg/ml NaCl were added. Crystals ranging from 5 to 10 µm rapidly
formed within 2–3 h. The resulting crystal mixture was centrifuged down and 75%
of the supernatant was removed creating a dense crystal slurry. Subsequent
vortexing with steel beads in a microfuge tube for 30 min resulted in a concentrated
suspension of crystal fragments in the sub-500 nm size range.
For each of the above suspensions, 2 µl were applied to 400-mesh carbon grids
(type S160-4 purchased from Plano GmbH), whereupon blotting and vitriﬁcation
using a mixture of liquid ethane/propane was performed in a Vitrobot Mark IV
(Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc).

Diffraction data acquisition. All data have been acquired on a Philips Tecnai F20
TWIN S/TEM, equipped with a Gatan 626 cryo-transfer holder, a X-Spectrum
Lambda 750k pixel array detector based on a 6 × 2 Medipix3 array25, and a custombuilt arbitrary pattern generator addressing the deﬂector coil drivers, based on
National Instruments hardware (see Supplementary Methods for discussion of
hardware requirements). Initially, the grids were screened in low-magniﬁcation
STEM mode for regions exhibiting a high crystal density without excessive overlap
and aggregation. While software such as SerialEM56 could be used in a straightforward manner to automate this screening step, this was not required for our test
samples, as sufﬁciently homogeneous regions were readily found.
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Table 1 Data collection and reﬁnement statistics.

a

b

Mapping

Diffraction
SPOT
CL 2

Parameter

Granulovirus

Lysozyme

Electron energy/
wavelength
Dose (ﬂuence) per crystal
Space group
Unit cell
a, b, c
α, β, γ
No. of hits/indexed lattices
Resolution range

200 kV/0.025 Å

200 kV/0.025 Å

DEF 1

4.7 e−/Å2
I23

2.6 e−/Å2
P 43 21 2

DEF 2

Unique reﬂections
Multiplicity
Completeness (%)
Rsplit (%)
Mean I/σ(I)
CC1/2
CC*
Wilson B-factor (Å2)
Reﬂections used in
reﬁnement
Reﬂections used for R-free
Rwork (%)
Rfree (%)
Number of nonhydrogen atoms
Macromolecules
Solvent
RMS bonds/angles
Ramachandran
favored (%)
Ramachandran
allowed (%)
Ramachandran
outliers (%)
Rotamer outliers (%)
Clashscore
Average B-factor
Macromolecules
Solvent
PDB-ID

FFP
OL pre

103.2, 103.2, 103.2 Å
90°, 90°, 90°
20,608/17,974
72.97–1.55
(1.61–1.55) Å
25,971 (2,577)
495 (70)
100 (100)
8.7 (168.6)
9.22 (0.71)
1.00 (0.19)
1.00 (0.56)
12.3
26,635 (2,630)

79.1, 79.1, 38 Å
90°, 90°, 90°
1,339/1,051
55.93–1.80
(1.86–1.80) Å
15,284 (927)
26 (7)
77.7 (50.4)
16.7 (28.3)
6.72 (4.64)
0.94 (0.22)
0.98 (0.60)
9.59
9,067 (569)

1297 (149)
17.1 (32.6)
19.7 (35.5)
2,128

436 (25)
27.1 (37.2)
31.6 (38.6)
1,069

2,038
90
0.012 Å/1.13 Å
97.1

1,009
60
0.003 Å/0.47°
96.1

2.90

3.94

0.41

0.00

0.45
1.74
19.3
19.2
20.4
6S2O

0.94
7.58
9.5
9.5
9.9
6S2N

Sample
OL post
BFP
IMG
IL/PL

HAADF
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Fig. 4 Ray path diagrams for mapping (focused) and diffraction
(collimated) condenser conﬁguration. Red and blue lines correspond to
on-axis and one exemplary off-axis positions of the beam. Dotted lines
correspond to a Bragg reﬂection. Optical planes and electron-optical
elements are shown in black and gray, respectively. a In the mapping
conﬁguration, the beam is collimated by the lower condenser lens (CL 2)
and focused on the sample using the objective lens pre-ﬁeld (OL pre).
Scattered beams from the illuminated sample position are imaged on the
high-angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF) detector using the objective lens
post-ﬁeld (OL post) and the intermediate and projection lenses (IL/PL). b In
the diffraction conﬁguration, on the other hand, the condenser focuses the
beam on the front-focal plane (FFP) of the objective. Diffraction orders now
appear as discrete spots on the diffraction detector (CAM). Note that
switching between these conﬁgurations involves changing of the CL 2
excitation only, as the detectors always remain in a plane conjugate with
the back and front-focal planes of the objective lens (diffraction mode).
SPOT—ﬁrst condenser lens (spot) crossover; DEF1/2—upper and lower
beam deﬂector pair; IMG—intermediate image plane.
Once data acquisition from the mapping region was complete, the beam was
blanked, and the sample stage moved to the next previously identiﬁed sample
region. This sequence was repeated until several thousand diffraction patterns had
been recorded. All steps were automated and controlled using Jupyter notebooks
based on Python 3.6, and a custom instrument control library written in LabVIEW
and Python 3.6, using parts of the Instamatic library38.

Highest-shell values are shown within parentheses.

After screening, the microscope was set to standard STEM mode at the lowest
possible magniﬁcation, corresponding to a (18 μm)2 ﬁeld of view. To achieve a
high-current (≈0.1 nA), small (≈110 nm), and collimated (≪0.5 mrad) nanobeam,
the following microscope settings were made: ﬁeld-emission gun parameters at
weakest excitation of both gun lens and C1 condenser lens (Spot size), disabled
mini-condenser (nanoprobe mode), and small (5 µm) condenser (C2) aperture.
The microscope remains in diffraction mode at all times, that is, the back-focal
plane of the objective lens is conjugate with the detector.
At each of the identiﬁed sample regions, the two-step acquisition sequence as
shown in Fig. 1 was performed:
1. The beam was focused on the sample (Fig. 4a), and an overview STEM
image of 1024 × 1024 pixel resolution was taken across the entire ﬁeld of
view (Fig. 1a) using the high-angle annular dark ﬁeld detector. The dwell
time was set such that the exposure dose remained small, well below 0.1 e
−/Å2. From this image, crystals were automatically identiﬁed using standard
feature extraction methods, and a list of scan points, corresponding to
discrete values of the microscope’s scan coil currents, was derived (see
Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Fig. 1).
2. The beam was defocused into a collimated nanobeam (Köhler illumination)
of 110 nm diameter40, yielding sharp diffraction patterns in the objective
back-focal plane and on the detector (Fig. 4b). The actual diffraction data
acquisition was then performed by sequentially moving the beam to each of
the crystal coordinates using the STEM deﬂectors and recording a
diffraction movie (dose-fractionated data stack) at each position (Figs. 1b
and 3).
6

Data processing. The recorded diffraction patterns were pre-processed using our
diffractem package (www.github.com/robertbuecker/diffractem), setting up a
pipeline comprising dead-pixel and ﬂat-ﬁeld detector correction, and partial
summing of dose-fractionation stacks, as well as centering of each pattern using the
position of the transmitted beam and position matching of simultaneously excited
Friedel-mate reﬂections (Supplementary Fig. 3). Diffraction spots were identiﬁed
using the peakﬁnder8 algorithm contained in the CrystFEL suite57,58; patterns
containing more than 25 spots at resolutions below ≈2.5 Å were selected for further
analysis. The extracted spot positions were used to determine the orientation of
each crystal, and to predict the position of the corresponding Bragg reﬂections
using the indexing and reﬁnement algorithm PinkIndexer39. Intensities of the
Bragg reﬂections were extracted using background-corrected pixel summation, and
a full reciprocal-space data set was obtained using the partialator program from
CrystFEL59. Data were truncated after the last resolution shell where CC* >0.541,60.
Refer to Supplementary Methods for additional details on data pre-processing,
indexing, and merging. Unmerged and merged reﬂection intensities in CrystFEL
format (stream/hkl) are provided as Supplementary Data 1 (granulin) and Supplementary Data 2 (lysozyme). Phasing of the models was achieved by molecular
replacement using Phaser61 from the PHENIX software suite62 using PDB-ID:
4ET8 and PDB-ID: 5G3X as template models, respectively. Upon obtaining phases,
iterative cycles of model building were made using Coot63. For correct reﬁnement
of the Coulomb potential maps, subsequent rounds of reﬁnement were performed
using phenix.reﬁne, taking electron scattering factors into account64. Illustrations
of the electron density map and model were generated using PyMOL by Schrödinger. Crystallographic statistics are reported in Table 1. To validate the consistency of our structures with known data, we calculate the root mean square
deviations (RMSDs) of atom positions with respect to previously published
structures. For Lys with respect to PDB-ID 5K7O (measured by MicroED), we ﬁnd
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a value of RMSD = 0.487 Å; for Lys w.r.t. 5WR9 (measured by XFEL serial crystallography), RMSD = 0.353 Å. For GV with respect to PDB-ID 5G3X (synchrotron crystallography), we ﬁnd RMSD = 0.206 Å; for GV w.r.t. 5G0Z (XFEL),
RMSD = 0.353 Å.
Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in
the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
An example subset of raw experimental data is available from the MPG Open Access
Data Repository at https://doi.org/10.17617/3.2j. The full raw data sets are available from
R.B. upon request. CrystFEL stream and hkl ﬁles containing unmerged and merged
reﬂection intensities, respectively, are available as Supplementary Data 1 (granulin) and
Supplementary Data 2 (lysozyme). The protein structures can be accessed from wwPDB
using the codes 6S2O (granulin) and 6S2N (lysozyme).

Code availability
PinkIndexer and CrystFEL are available at http://www.desy.de/~twhite/crystfel/ under
the terms of the GNU general public license. diffractem is available at www.github.com/
robertbuecker/diffractem under the terms of the MIT license. Python-based Jupyter
notebooks executing the data analysis pipeline using diffractem and CrystFEL are
available along with the example raw data from the MPG Open Access Data Repository
at https://doi.org/10.17617/3.2j. All custom software for data acquisition and hardware
control is available from R.B. upon request.
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